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Course Description 
This course is designed for candidates to apply content knowledge of her or his chosen discipline (e.g., Math, 
Science, English Language Arts, Social Science, or Multiple Subjects) with the models of teaching introduced in this 
program by utilizing a repertoire of pedagogical practices responsive to the needs and interests of diverse learners. 
Candidates will enroll in discipline-/content-area specific sections of this course. The major goals related to 
introducing and implementing pedagogical models and practices are to engage learners in the study of a chosen 
discipline by using various forms of inquiry, and direct instruction that enable learners to become collaborative 
and independent problem-solvers, as well as critical and creative thinkers. The understandings of the theories and 
research related to curriculum design and instructional models is a prerequisite to the development of 
professionalism and prospective teachers’ abilities to implement and advocate for appropriate practices 
responsive to needs, interests, abilities of K-12 students in all educational settings. The explicit knowledge of 
curriculum designs and instructional models is intended to provide the foundation to assist educators in becoming 
“teacher leaders” within the classroom, school, district, and community/state/federal context. The essence of this 
course is to learn and apply how curriculum should be developed according to basic curricular principals; what 
curriculum should be taught; and how the content should be delivered to develop the cognitive, affective, and 
social skills that facilitate a set of given learning outcomes. This course is completed in two parts, Part A and Part B, 
across Terms 2 and 3, respectively. In other words, successful completion of Part A is a pre-requisite to enrollment 
in Part B.  
 
Learning Objectives 
By the end of this course, teacher candidates will be able to: 

1. Deconstruct and defend the elements of the curriculum and their appropriateness to the population they 
are serving. 

2. Understand to what degree that teachers modify, amend, or supplement the curriculum to make it 
appropriately matched to the needs, abilities, and funds of knowledge of the population you are serving. 

3. Recognize the importance of content and skill development as integral features of the learning and 
teaching process. 

4. Differentiate between curriculum and instruction (i.e., pedagogical practices). 
5. Reexamine and practice selected models of teaching in content and skill areas. 
6. Develop an appropriate and rich learning environment. 

 
Course Notes 

● Candidates will have ongoing access to the instructor and fellow classmates throughout the course.  
● All required materials will be prepared and posted prior to the start of the course, but an instructor may 

add additional optional material at any point. THE ELA SECTION of 673 USES DIFFERENT TEMPLATES AND 
DUE DATES THAN OTHER SECTIONS OF 673. These materials will be made available to you by your 
instructor.  

● E-mail (outside of class time) and chat/face-to-face (during class time) will be the primary forms of 
immediate communication with the instructor.  

● E-mail will be checked regularly during business hours during the week and will be responded to within 48 
hours.  

● ALL DUE DATES ARE CLEARLY MARKED IN THE SYLLABUS, IN THE WEEKLY BREAKDOWN. FOR ELA, some 
due dates may be different from other sections. USE THE SYLLABUS AS A GUIDE, NOT colleagues in other 
sections or other materials on the LMS. The syllabus and the Overview of Course Assignments should be 
your only source for due dates, templates, and information.  

● Office hours are designed to meet the needs of enrolled students. Because student schedules vary, office 
hours are by appointment, at a mutually agreed upon time for the student and instructor.  

 
In the Event of Technical Breakdowns 
Candidates may submit assignments to the instructor via e-mail by the posted due date. Remember to back up 
your work frequently, post papers where noted by instructor (LMS, Google Drive, edthena)once completed, load 
files onto a power drive, and keep a hard copy of papers/projects.  
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Standards of Appropriate Online Behavior: 
The protocols defined by the USC Student Conduct Code must be upheld in all online classes. Candidates are not 
allowed to post inappropriate material, SPAM to the class, use offensive language or online flaming. For more 
information, please visit: http://www.usc.edu/student-affairs/SJACS/  
If online, please remember that the online video feed is considered an educational space, and should therefore 
reflect that in your demeanor, location, and focus.  
 

Technological Proficiency and Hardware/Software Required 
This course is offered both online and on campus; the activities, expectations and requirements are identical 
across the two versions.  
The online course is conducted through a combination of real time and asynchronous modules, just as the 
on-campus version is conducted with some in-class and out-of-class activities. All candidates will be required to 
complete assignments online, in the field and independently along with completing related reading assignments. 
The time needed to complete all assignments fulfills course unit time requirements. By this point in the program, 
candidates’ level of technical competence should include basic knowledge of the Internet. They should have an 
account on, at least, one site that allows people to interact with one another (e.g. Facebook, Skype, Google, Zoom, 
etc.). Basic tasks will include posting attachments, opening and posting to discussion forums and uploading 
assignments including video clips (the mechanics of this will be taught). In addition, to complete assignments and 
access course documents, candidates should have some familiarity with Microsoft Word, Power Point, Excel, and 
basic Internet surfing. 
 
Required Readings and Supplementary Materials 
Readings for this course are located in two places. All readings are available through ARES (the USC online library 
reserves). Readings are assigned on a weekly basis. Please refer to the course schedule table and unit outlines for 
the assigned weekly readings. To access the articles and chapters on ARES, go to MyUSC and locate ARES. 
 
For the ELA Concentration of this course, you will also purchase and read: 

● Appleman, D. (2015). Critical Encounters in high school English: Teaching literary theory to adolescents 
(3rd ed.). Urbana, IL: Teachers College Press. 

 
Description and Assessment of Assignments  
In this course, you will learn alongside other novice teachers to develop, instantiate, modify, adapt, and or create 
curriculum in your content area in order to activate and leverage learners’ prior knowledge to increase the 
accessibility, rigor and relevance of the curriculum; plan lessons through the lens of curriculum development, 
rather than planning lessons as discrete events or activities; effectively translate standards into lesson and unit 
objectives; engineer opportunities for students to provide evidence of intended learning; scaffold learners’ 
experiences to build disciplinary knowledge, interdisciplinary connections, and academic language; and embed 
curriculum processes and materials that are authentic to the discipline, enable “real world” application, and 
promote higher order thinking with the use of more advanced cognitive tools. 
 
The course work (readings, activities, and assessments) are designed to provide you opportunities to observe and 
investigate the complexities of your fieldwork classroom’s social context, environment, instructional practices, and 
the learners’ various funds of knowledge (prior knowledge and academic work). Our goal as your teacher 
educators is to prepare you to engage in what researchers Lampert et al. (2013) describe as “intellectually 
ambitious instruction” (p. 226). Smylie & Wenzel (2006) note that if done well, this kind of instruction will help 
learners “develop in-depth knowledge of subject matter, gain higher-order thinking skills, construct new 
knowledge and understanding, and effectively apply knowledge to real-world situations” (p. 7, as cited by Lampert 
et al., 2013). This course borrows Lampert et al.’s conception of rehearsal: “Rehearsal can involve notices in 
publicly and deliberately practicing how to teach rigorous content to particular students using particular 
instructional activities” (p. 227) and the models of teaching introduced in Term 1 of this program.  
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This course also incorporates components of Lampert et al.’s (2013) “Cycles of Enactment and Investigation” and 
Rodgers’s (2002) Reflective Cycle frameworks to engage you in a series of evidence-based inquiry, rehearsal, 
application, and reflection practices throughout the course and during your fieldwork application of instructional 
activities (IAs) and models of teaching (MOTs) learned in this course. Represented in a cyclical graphic below, 
Figure 1 demonstrates the process in which you will engage to complete a reflective teaching cycle of observation, 
preparation, rehearsal, enactment, and analysis. 
 
Figure 1: MAT Reflective Teaching Cycle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each of the assignments you will be expected to complete in this course will be structured to support this 
reflective cycle. Each assignment will ask you to provide evidence that you are learning to see, describe, analyze, 
rehearse, and experiment or “enact” instructional activities, models of teaching, or other curriculum practices in 
your discipline and fieldwork classroom context.  
 
School Site Requirements 
First and foremost, all members of Guided Practice are expected to fulfill the basic requirements of their 
respective roles—Teacher Candidate, Guiding Teacher or Guided Practice Instructor—as they are laid out in the 
Guided Practice School Placement Policies (Appendix A) and Roles and Responsibilities (Appendix B). See 
specifically:  
 
“School Site Attendance and Daily Expectations.” Additionally, all teacher candidates must complete the following 
six assessments during Guided Practice A. Rubrics are available in the Course Toolbox; however, your instructor 
may provide updated/revised rubrics via email. Instructors will review rubrics in class as assessments are 
introduced.  
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Assignment 1: The Entry Interview  
The Entry Interview provides a structured opportunity for you, your Guiding Teacher, and your Instructor to meet 
together to discuss your understanding of the expectations of this course, your learning goals for the first fifteen 
weeks of “student teaching,” the elements that will count as “evidence” of you meeting those goals, and the 
activities that will constitute your assessment of teaching performances throughout the course/placement.  The 
Entry Interview is a mandatory component of this course and program and may be conducted over the phone, on 
the Adobe connect platform, or through the use of other video-conferencing software. You will be expected to 
actively assist in the arrangement of the Entry Interview with the Instructor and Guiding Teacher to take place 
during the second week of the term or sooner (if amenable to all parties). Your attendance in the Entry Interview is 
mandatory; the attendance of your Guiding Teacher is strongly preferred, but should your GT not attend, you will 
not lose credit. Please make every reasonable effort to ensure your Guiding Teacher participates in the Entry 
Interview, as this opportunity is important to your development and to your GT’s understanding of the course 
goals and requirements. Please refer to the rubric for this assessment before attending your Entry Interview. You 
should expect these entry interviews to take 15-20 minutes. 
Week 1 - 20 points - 5% of final grade 
 
Assessment 2: Weekly USC Candidate Observation and Goal Setting Form (click title to link to form) 
During the course, you will observe instruction in your assigned classroom(s) and focus on the ways the Guiding 
Teacher (GT) considers the needs of learners, the support the Guiding Teacher provides to learners who have not 
yet acquired the essential prerequisite skills for each lesson, and the tools the Guiding Teacher uses to facilitate 
learning (resources, language, and strategies). Additionally, you will identify the theoretical approaches the 
Guiding Teacher uses and reflect upon how these strategies fit into your beliefs about the ways to achieve higher 
learning outcomes.  
You will begin teaching week 3, with a co-teaching experience with your GT. Each week, you will complete your 
section of the “Observation and Goal Setting Form” (OGS) and discuss with your GT at the end of the week. This 
form is intended for you to engage directly with your practice in an informal reflective self-assessment, and to 
provide your GT an opportunity to provide feedback and guide your practice.  
On weeks that the form is due for instructor feedback – WEEKS 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 – you will upload the form as a 
Microsoft Word document to the Assignments - Submission folder in the course folder in the EDUC673 Google 
Drive Folder. 
Points are not assigned by the Guiding Teacher – the purpose of the form is for your GT to provide you with 
instructional and constructive written feedback, from which you can set clear and tangible teaching goals each 
week. Although the form is not due every week, it should be filled out and saved for instructor review if requested. 
Please encourage your Guiding Teacher to provide as many details as possible in his/her feedback to you on this 
form.  
Fridays, 11:55PM PST, see syllabus outline for weeks due;  20  points each/120 possible points - 5% of final grade 
Please note: ELA will use an alternate form, it is linked in the title above and in the EDUC673 Google Drive Folder. 
 
Assignment 3: Reflective Teaching Events (3) (click title to link to folder, submit RTE assignments to EdThena) 
Reflective Teaching Events (RTE) apply the MAT Reflective Teaching Cycle displayed on p. 4 of this syllabus. The 
RTE is completed in five distinctive parts, steps, or phases, as demonstrated in the reflective teaching cycle. RTE 
assignments require you to observe the learning context, document existing learning and teaching practices, and 
investigate evidence of ongoing student learning. Your opinion about the quality of teaching and learning is useful, 
but you will rely on the details of evidence: as in the behaviors, actions, words, and practices you observe, enact 
yourself, and analyze for the purposes of professional growth as a new teacher. 
ELA candidates are required to enact one lesson using Socratic Seminar model; one using Literary Theory/Lenses 
(discussed in Unit 6), and one using student discussion that is as close to a dialogic (Miller, Unit 2) (not in a Socratic 
Seminar) as is possible. Candidates may choose which RTE to enact these lessons, as they best fit in with your 
Guiding Teacher’s curriculum. 
Weeks 2-15: 10 points per component; 50 points per RTE; 150 possible points – 40% of final grade 
See below for details regarding each RTE 
 
RTE Part A (Step 1): See and Describe Learning in Context  (10 points, Submit to edThena) 
In Part A/Step 1, you will document observations of your fieldwork classroom, including the classroom  
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environment, the teacher and teaching practices, the learners and their learning experiences. A full description of  
this component, including a rubric, will be provided in the RTE Assignment Guide. 
ELA will use a template, shared in RTE folder 
 
RTE Part B (Step 2): Analyze Learning and Prepare the Lesson  (10 points, Submit to edThena) 
In Part B/Step 2, you will plan a lesson using methods/models of teaching within the given curriculum and class  
context. A full description of this component, including a rubric, will be provided in the RTE Assignment Guide. 
ELA will use a template, shared in RTE folder 
 
RTE Part C (Step 3): Rehearse the Lesson with Peers (10 points, conducted in class) 
In Part C/Step 3, you will rehearse instructional activity or model of teaching included in your lesson plan design  
with peers during your methods class. A full description of this component, including a rubric, will be provided in  
the RTE Assignment Guide. 
No templates - rehearsal will occur in class 
 
RTE Part D (Step 4): Enact the Lesson (10 points, Lesson Video Submission on Edthena) 
In Part D/Step 4, you will teach the lesson that includes an instructional activity and/or model of teaching to  
learners in your fieldwork classroom. A full description of this component, including a rubric, will be provided in  
the RTE Assignment Guide. 
ELA will use a template to code the video before submission, shared in RTE folder 
 
RTE Part E (Step 5): Analyze the Lesson Video and Learning Outcomes (Submit to edThena). 
In Part E/Step 5, you will review and analyze, with peers, the classroom recording of the enacted instructional  
activity/model of teaching. A full description of this component, including a rubric, will be provided in the RTE  
Assignment Guide. 
ELA will use a template, shared in RTE folder 
 
Assignment 4: Teacher Candidate Designed Mini-Unit Plan (click title to link to folder, submit to EdThena) 
The mini-unit plan is designed to engage you in design of a coherent, focused unit of study, per the principles of 
the curricular framework in Understanding by Design (UbD). 

● The template in the Appendices should be used: PLEASE NOT THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM THE TEMPLATE 
OTHER SECTIONS MAY BE USING, AND THE TEMPLATE ON THE LMS. THEREFORE, ALTHOUGH edthena 
WILL HAVE SPACES FOR ITEMS TO UPLOAD, YOU WILL UPLOAD ONLY THE MINI-UNIT, USING THE 
ELA-TEMPLATE. The ELA Mini-Unit Template is adapted from the UbD framework. 

● The mini-unit should be designed to align to the fieldwork classroom’s upcoming lessons, readings, and 
assessments. However, if your GT is not using a curricular framework such as UbD, you are expected to 
design the unit as a theoretical unit of study, using the “best” curricular and pedagogical approaches 
informed by your coursework in the MAT@USC Program.  

● In a perfect world, you will teach the lessons in the mini-unit. However, it is understood that each 
candidate will have a unique schedule, and while the goal is to teach the lessons from the mini-unit (see 
template). 

● You should plan this unit plan with the input and support of your Guiding Teacher (or a peer/colleague in 
your subject area if you are a credentialed teacher using your own classroom) and plan to teach the unit 
plan in for the KA and RTEs 2 & 3 of this semester after receiving feedback from your 673 instructor. 

Week 6: 20 possible points – 10% of final grade 
 
Assignment 5: Teacher Candidate Video Portfolio Analysis (Key Assessment #2) (click title to link to document, 
submit to EdThena) 
 
The second Key Assessment (KA2) for the MAT Program is a portfolio of your work, detailing the development over 
the course of the term.  
 
You will select one assessment from your learning segment to evaluate your students’ developing knowledge and 
skills as KA2, Part 4. Choose an assessment that was completed by the whole class featured in the video segments 
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submitted. The assessment should include the work of individual students. You must define the evaluation criteria 
you will use to analyze student learning. You will collect and analyze student work to identify quantitative and 
qualitative patterns of learning within and across students in the class. You will select three students’ work 
samples that represent patterns of learning, showing what individuals or groups generally understood and what a 
number of students were still struggling to understand. One of the students must have specific learning needs, 
such as a student with an IEP, a 504 plan, an English Language Learner, a struggling reader, an underperforming 
student or a student with gaps in academic knowledge, and/or a gifted student needing greater support or 
challenge (c.f., edTPA Secondary ELA handbook, 2017, pp. 27-28). You will provide commentary that explains how 
you analyzed student learning, how you provided feedback to guide individual student’s understanding, where you 
found evidence of students’ understanding and use of language (subject matter/academic language), and how 
used the assessment data to inform your instruction (c.f., edTPA Secondary ELA handbook, 2017, pp. 28-30). The 
assessment and commentary will be submitted one week after RTE-2, and if revision is necessary, will be 
submitted per instructor. 
 
You will be assessed in two areas aligned with Rubrics shared in edthena in your subject matter/content area: 
Instruction and Assessment. Evaluation components of your instruction will include: learning environment, 
engaging students in learning, deepening student learning, subject-specific pedagogy – analyzing evidence and/or 
data, and analyzing teaching effectiveness. Evaluation components of your use of assessment will include: analysis 
of student learning, providing feedback to guide learning, student understanding and use of feedback, analyzing 
students language use and subject matter learning, and using assessment to inform instruction. 
Up to 75 points may be earned for the KA2, amounting to 25% of your final grade. 
There is not template for the KA: it is presumed that at this point in your practice, you are able to organize the 
material coherently, using prior templates and understandings.  
 
Assignment 6: Class Participation 
Punctual attendance and active participation are expected. Points will be based on your punctual attendance and 
the level and quality of your participation. Discussions will occur at every class meeting or online. Although 
technical and connectivity issues do occur, online candidates must make every effort to engage in discussion 
through the 2sc site for video participation (not just via teleconference). Online candidates who do not participate 
in the full online class time (via video and teleconference) may be given only partial credit for participation in that 
discussion session. Both online and on campus candidates are expected to actively participate in class discussions 
by asking questions and contributing to the discussion. Excused absences are approved at the instructor’s 
discretion and only if the request is made in advance; in the event of an emergency, the request should be made 
as soon as possible after the missed class. Consult the instructor for the process for making up an excused 
absence.  
Up to 130 points may be earned for Class Participation, 10 points per class, amounting to 10% of your final grade. 
 
Assessment 7: The Exit Interview 
The Exit Interview provides a structured opportunity for each candidate and Guided Practice Instructor to meet 
together to review and to assess the candidate’s progress in this course, and to provide descriptive feedback on 
the candidate’s growth, strengths, and challenges as s/he continues onto Guided Practice B (or in some cases, 
retakes Guided Practice A).  The Exit Interview is a mandatory component of this program. In the exit interview, 
candidates will be expected to discuss their Teaching and Learning Event Assessments (i.e., planning and teaching 
videos). In particular, candidates must be prepared to respond to the questions provided in the unit description on 
p. X. Candidates will be assigned a date and time for their Exit Interviews.  
Week 15 - 20 points; 5% of final grade 
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Grading Breakdown 
Based on the above detailed assignments, the following table summarizes the breakdown of points and 
percentages (weights) of the major assessments offered in this course.  
 

Assignment Points Possible % of Final 
Grade 

Entry Interview 1-20 5% 
Observation & Goal Setting 
Form 

 
1-20 

 
5% 

Reflective Teaching Events 1-50  40% 
Mini-Unit Plan 1-20 10% 
Video Portfolio Analysis 1-75 25% 
Class Participation 1-40 15% 
Exit Interview 1-20 5% 

 
 
Grading Scale 
Course final grades will be determined using the following scale:  
A 95-100 B 83-86 C 73-76 D 63-66 
A- 90-94 B- 80-82 C- 70-72 D- 60-62 
B+ 87-89 C+ 77-79 D+ 67-69 F 59 and below 
 
Assignment Rubrics & Submission 
All guides, rubrics and templates for the assignments in this course can be found in the EDUC673 Google Drive 
folder.  NOTE: You must be logged into your USC gmail account in Google to access.  The Observation & Goal 
Setting forms will be submitted to Google Drive and all other assignments will be submitted to edThena.  All 
assignments due dates for this course are listed on the Overview of Course Readings and Assignments. 
Do not refer to the LMS for this course  
 
Grading Timeline 
All assignments will be graded within 5 business days unless otherwise indicated by the professor. 
 
INCOMPLETES 
IN – incomplete (work not completed because of documented illness or some other emergency occurring after the 
eighth week of the semester; arrangements for the IN and its removal should be initiated by the student and 
agreed to by the instructor prior to the final exam); IX – lapsed incomplete. Conditions for Removing a Grade of 
Incomplete: If an IN is assigned as the student’s grade, the instructor will fill out the Incomplete (IN) Completion 
form which will specify to the student and to the department the work remaining to be done, the procedures for 
its completion, the grade in the course to date and the weight to be assigned to the work remaining to be done 
when computing the final grade. A student may remove the IN by completing only the portion of required work 
not finished as a result of documented illness or emergency occurring after the eighth week of the term. Previously 
graded work may not be repeated for credit. It is not possible to remove an IN by re-registering for the course, 
even within the designated time: Time Limit for Removal of an Incomplete. One calendar year is allowed to 
remove an IN. Individual academic units may have more stringent policies regarding these time limits. If the IN is 
not removed within the designated time, the course is considered “lapsed,” the grade is changed to an “IX” and it 
will be calculated into the grade point average as 0 points. Courses offered on a Credit/No Credit basis or taken on 
a Pass/No Pass basis for which a mark of Incomplete is assigned will be lapsed with a mark of NC or NP and will not 
be calculated into the grade point average.  
 
LATE POLICY  
All noted assignments are due when listed. Each week traditionally begins on Monday and ends on the following 
Sunday. Per official MAT Program policy, late assignments will be accepted only with the instructor’s advance 
permission and under limited circumstances.  
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1. To be considered for advance permission to submit a late assignment, the instructor must be notified of 
the circumstances requiring a late submission no later than 24 hours before the due date and time of the 
assignment. 

2. Acceptable circumstances do NOT include personal holidays, celebrations, and/or vacations OR 
scheduling conflicts/over-commitments including work and childcare. 

3. Late submissions with advance permission will not be docked points for lateness. If advance permission 
has not been granted, late submissions will not receive full credit. 

4. Late submissions will receive a penalty of a 10% per day deduction from the final grade, and there will be 
no credit for submissions that are more than 5 days late. 

You must attend class time at the time you have signed up with your instructor. If there is an extreme emergency, 
your instructor may allow you to attend another section for credit with PRIOR approval.  
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Statement on Academic Conduct and Support Systems 
  
Academic Conduct 
Plagiarism – presenting someone else’s ideas as your own, either verbatim or recast in your own words – 
is a serious academic offense with serious consequences. Please familiarize yourself with the discussion of 
plagiarism in SCampus in Part B, Section 11, “Behavior Violating University Standards” 
https://policy.usc.edu/student/scampus/part-b. Other forms of academic dishonesty are equally 
unacceptable.  See additional information in SCampus and university policies on scientific misconduct, 
http://policy.usc.edu/scientific-misconduct. 
  
Discrimination, sexual assault, intimate partner violence, stalking, and harassment are prohibited by the 
university.  You are encouraged to report all incidents to the Office of Equity and Diversity/Title IX Office 
http://equity.usc.edu and/or to the Department of Public Safety http://dps.usc.edu. This is important for 
the health and safety of the whole USC community. Faculty and staff must report any information 
regarding an incident to the Title IX Coordinator who will provide outreach and information to the 
affected party. The sexual assault resource center webpage http://sarc.usc.edu fully describes reporting 
options. Relationship and Sexual Violence Services https://engemannshc.usc.edu/rsvp provides 24/7 
confidential support. 
  
Support Systems 
A number of USC’s schools provide support for students who need help with scholarly writing.  Check with 
your advisor or program staff to find out more.  Students whose primary language is not English should 
check with the American Language Institute http://ali.usc.edu, which sponsors courses and workshops 
specifically for international graduate students. The Office of Disability Services and Programs 
http://dsp.usc.edu provides certification for students with disabilities and helps arrange the relevant 
accommodations. If an officially  declared emergency makes travel to campus infeasible, USC Emergency 
Information http://emergency.usc.edu will provide safety and other updates, including ways in which 
instruction will be continued by means of Blackboard, teleconferencing, and other technology. 
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Overview of Scope & Sequence for Teaching Load Expectations 
 

The MAT Program’s Scope & Sequence for the two-part sequential course, Applications of Curriculum and 
Instruction in High Needs Schools Part A and Part B illustrates a steady progression in teaching load responsibilities 
from Part A to Part B, as noted in the tables below the guidelines provided.  
 
Candidates are typically advised that a “lesson” constitutes one complete learning event that has been planned 
with a clear and measurable learning objective and includes a beginning (e.g., this lesson activity might include a 
do-now, anticipatory set, or another motivation activity), middle (e.g., these lesson activities might include direct 
instruction and student centered activities with the use of formative assessment techniques), and end (e.g., a 
closure activity such as an exit ticket). A lesson should be viewed as an interactive process rather than as a 
“presentation” or “lecture.” The candidate must create a bond between her or himself and the students s/he is 
teaching. S/he must learn as much as possible about these students so that s/he can differentiate instruction and 
design strategies to address the needs of all students in these classes. Candidates should consult her/his USC 
Professor for additional information about the models of instruction, appropriate length, and acceptable content 
of lesson designs to be implemented. 

 
Elementary/Multiple Subjects Candidates:  
● Lessons for early childhood and elementary age students may be shorter (or, in some cases, longer) in length 

than a secondary class period, but still follow the lesson guidelines mentioned above. 
● The elementary teacher candidate will typically be responsible for teaching one group of students in the 

Principal-Guiding Teacher’s class. If the GT has more than one group of students or “classes,” then the 
candidate should focus on working with two groups of students in Part A and then eventually work with all 
groups of students for which the GT is responsible, in order to teach full days during the latter part of Part B. 

● Both elementary and secondary candidates will also observe and co-teach with a Collaborating-Guiding 
Teacher – a second teacher in the building who agrees to this arrangement.  

 
Secondary/Single Subject Candidates:  
● During Part A, as candidates progress from one lesson to two lessons, the second lesson should be taught on 

the next day (sequentially) to the same group of learners. In this way, the candidate should begin to cultivate 
connections with one group of students until five or more lessons are required in a week. Starting with the 
same group of students Mon-Thurs (sequentially) is more beneficial to the candidate and to the students. Any 
configuration that allows for the sequencing, transitioning, and continuity of lessons from one day to the next 
is strongly recommended.  

● If the secondary teacher candidate has a block schedule situation and does not see the classes each day, a 
block can be counted as two lessons.  However, when the requirement is four lessons or more per week, the 
teacher candidate should be teaching the same block of students twice during that week to have the 
experience of sequential lessons and transitioning from one day to the next. The teacher candidate should 
avoid teaching two blocks in one day until 6 or more lessons are required per week.  

● The secondary teacher candidate should work with two groups or classes of students during Part A. 
Candidates should assist in the P-GT’s other classes, but should not be responsible for doing any grading or 
assessing for those classes. During Part B, the candidate will begin working with the GT’s other classes in order 
to eventually teach full days. 

● Both elementary and secondary candidates will observe and possibly co-teach with a Collaborating-Guiding 
Teacher – a second teacher in the building who agrees to this arrangement.  
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Teaching Load Responsibilities 

 
The Teaching Load Responsibilities listed below are a program-sanctioned recommendation. Should the candidate plan to teach 
fewer or more lessons than those recommended below, the candidate must gain approval from both the Guiding Teacher and 
the USC Instructor. 

Applications 
of 

Curriculum 
& 

Instruction, 
Part A 

Week Teaching Load 

Applications 
of 

Curriculum 
& 

Instruction, 
Part B 

Week Teaching Load 

1 

Learn the curriculum, learners, 
observe the GTs, and plan your first 

lesson 
Distribute & Collect Video Release 

Forms 

1 

Learn the curriculum, learners, observe 
the GTs, and plan your first lesson 

2 

Learn the curriculum, learners, 
observe the GTs, and plan your first 

lesson 
Collect Video Release Forms 

2 

2 sequential lessons 

3 
Co-teach one lesson with your 

Guiding Teacher 
3 

2 sequential lessons 

4 Teach one lesson on your own 4 4 sequential lessons 

5 

Teach one lesson on your own and 
Co-teach another lesson with your GT 
Videotape the lesson for peer review 

(continue videotaping subsequent 
lessons for peer review, RTEs, and 

KA2) 

5 

4 sequential lessons 

6 

2 sequential lessons (e.g., Tues & 
Weds or Weds & Thurs, etc.) 

 
6 

6 lessons = 4 sequential + 2 additional 
sequential (e.g., one lesson per day on 
Mon & Tues and two lessons per day 

on Weds & Thurs) 
7 2 sequential lessons 7 6 lessons 

8 
3 sequential lessons 

8 
8 lessons = 4 sequential + 4 additional 
sequential (i.e., two lessons per day) 

9 3 sequential lessons 9 8 lessons 

10 
3 sequential lessons 

10 
8 lessons, including 1 full day (i.e., your 
P-GT’s full lesson load for one normal 

day) 

11 
4 sequential lessons (i.e., one lesson 

per day with the same group of 
learners) 

11 
8 lessons, including 2 full days 

12 4 sequential lessons 12 4 full days 
13 4 sequential lessons 13 4 full days 
14 2 sequential lessons 14 8 lessons 
15 2 sequential lessons 15 6 lessons 
16 No Lessons / Final Assessment Due 16 No Lessons / Final Assessment Due 
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Course Schedule: A Weekly Breakdown 
 

 Topics Readings and/or Homework Assignments and Due 
Dates 

UNIT 1 
Week 1 

 
1/9/19 

English as a Discipline 

 Learning Objectives: 

  Determine the structure of 
English Language Arts using 
readings for discussion  

  Identify the structure of 
knowledge in ELA using 
CCSS & prior learning for 
discussion  

  Develop working definition 
of pedagogy using 
PEDAGOGY HANDOUT 
 
Domains: Curriculum; 
Pedagogy; Critical 
Reflection; Advocacy; 
Critical Thinking & 
Discourse; Environment 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Gillespie, T. (1994). Why literature matters. English 
Journal, 83(8), 16-21. 
 
Young, C. A., & Bush, J. (2004). Teaching the English 
Language Arts With Technology: A Critical 
Approach and Pedagogical Framework. 
Contemporary Issues in Technology and Teacher 
Education, 4(1), 1-22.  
 
 “Getting to Know Students Deeply” at: 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/getting-know-studen
ts-deeply-shane-safir 
 
REVIEW prior to class time – will be used 
throughout course:  
 
CCSS (2016). English Language Arts 
Standards-Introduction-Key Design Consideration  
Available at:  
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/introd
uction/key-design-consideration/ 
 

 
 
Begin to gather the 
information using the 
“Six Ways to Gather 
Street Data” (modify #4 
to one or two classes) 
from “Getting to Know 
Students Deeply.” 
 

UNIT 1 
Week 2 

 
1/16/19 

ENTRY INTERVIEW  
Getting to know students 
 
Introductory 1:2 Interviews 
with You, Your Instructor, 
and Your Guiding Teacher 
Video interview, in which 
you and your Guiding 
Practice Classroom Teacher 
(GT) discuss goals and 
outcomes for the course. 
(see toolbox on LMS for 
information).  
 
Gathering information on 
students for culturally 
relevant, challenging 
pedagogy. Review link 
provided in reading 
column; plan and begin this 
process with GT. 

NO CLASS MEETING THIS WEEK  
 
Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Hillocks, G. (2006). Who needs grammar? The 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution  
Available in Google Drive  
 
Review the 6-Facets of understanding (Wiggins & 
McTighe, UbD chapter 4 (Assigned in EDUC670).  
 

Interview in lieu of 
class time. 
 
Gather information: 
continue to collect 
information for 
classroom context 
 
GT will be informed of 3 
RTE requirements: ELA 
candidates are required 
to enact one lesson 
using Socratic Seminar 
model; one using 
Literary Theory/Lenses 
(discussed in Unit 6), 
and one using student 
discussion that is as 
close to a dialogic 
(Miller, Unit 2) (not in a 
Socratic Seminar) as is 
possible. Candidates 
may enact these 
lessons in any order.  

Unit 2 
Week 3 

Designing Equitable 
Learning Opportunities 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 

OGS due Friday.  
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1/23/19 
Discourse in ELA 
 

 Learning Objectives: 
 
Identify and apply elements 
of lesson plan using edTPA 
rubrics to provide rationale.  
 
Examine elements of Unit 
of Study using template to 
prepare for assignment.  
See template in Appendix  
 
 
Sandbox: Investigate 
questioning  
 

Miller, S. . (2003). How literature discussion shapes 
thinking: ZPDs for teaching/learning habits of heart 
and mind. In A. Kouzlin, B. Gindis, V. S. Ageyev, & S. 
M. Miller, (Eds.), Vygotsky’s educational theory in 
cultural context (pp. 289-316). NY: Cambridge 
University Press. 
 
Tienken, C. H., Goldberg, S. & DiRocco, D. (2009). 
Questioning the questions. Kappa Delta Pi 46(1), 
39-43. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two students select 
5-10 minute video of 
classroom lesson to 
share with peers, week 
4.  
 
Upload to edthena 
“Conversations” prior 
to class time, week 4.  

Unit 2 
Week 4 

 
1/30/19 

Structuring Discourse  
 
Learning Objectives: 
 
Deconstruct readings using 
NSRF Reading Protocol for 
identification of structured 
discussion.  
 
Examine Instructional 
Strategies for structured 
discourse and writing using 
examples provided and 
discuss for potential 
support of critical 
understanding.  
 
Evaluate a visual text using 
Visual Thinking Strategy 
(http://www.vtshome.org/) 
for identification of 
structured discussion.  
 
Domains: Curriculum; 
Pedagogy; Critical Thinking 
& Discourse 
 
Sandbox:  Problem of 
Practice: Being “present” – 
Level 1 analysis 
(description) for changes in 
practice 
 
 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Bailey, N. M. (2012). The importance of a new 
literacies stance in English Language Arts. In S. M. 
Miller & M. B. McVee, (Eds.). Multimodal 
composing in classrooms: Learning and teaching for 
the digital world, pp. 44-61.  
 
 
 

OGS due Friday.  
 
Continue Collecting 
Information for 
classroom context  
 
Two volunteers to 
share 5-10 minute 
video clip with class 
next week. (not an 
assignment, however 
everyone will share 
video clips during the 
semester).  
 
 

 
 
 

Critical Approaches to 
Teaching & Learning 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
 

 
OGS due Friday.  
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Unit 3 
Week 5 

 
2/6/19 

Learning Objectives: 
 
Distinguish critical literacy 
approaches from traditional 
approaches to teaching 
ELA.  
 
Sandbox:  Peer review: two 
volunteers to share 5-10 
minute video clip of 
practice. Address Problems 
of Practice (PoP) for 
intelligent action.  
 
 

Cridland-Hughes, S. (2015). Caring critical literacy: 
The most radical pedagogy you can offer your 
students. English Journal, 105(2), 129-132. 
 
Spector, K., & Jones, S. (2007). Constructing Anne 
Frank: Critical iteracy and the Holocaust in 
eighth-grade English. Journal of Adolescent & Adult 
Literacy, 51(4), 36-48. 
 

Unit 3 
Week 6 

 
2/13/19 

 Learning Objectives: 

  Examine strategies for close 
reading of text in Teaching 
Channel video. 

  Examine learning activities 
in Appleman for application 
of theory to practice.  
 
Sandbox: Address 
enactment of literary 
lenses; view teaching video 
& rehearse critical literacy 
segment. 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Appleman: Chapter 1-What we teach and why, pp. 
1-15. 
Chapter 2-Prisms and possibilities: introducing 
multiple perspectives, pp. 16-28. 
 
View Video: The Teaching Channel 17m41s 
“New Teacher Coaching Cycle: Looking Closely at 
Text” 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/complex-t
ext-syntax-high-school 
pay close attention to strategies 
 
 
 
 

Mini-Unit Plan 
Assessment (before 
class time) 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 4 
Week 7 

 
2/20/19 

Authentic Writing for 
Problem-Posing Education 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 
Synthesize problem-based 
learning with performance 
based assessments. 
 
Use online tools to develop 
a checklist/rubric for PBL: 
http://pblchecklist.4teache
rs.org/checklist.shtml 

Sandbox: Review video 
(problem of practice) & 
writing instruction 
rehearsal.  
Apply edTPA rubrics to RTE 
1 – Part D to mark video for 
area of support in student 
learning & area of 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
CCCC Position Statement, (2009). Writing 
assessment: A position statement. 
http://www.ncte.org/cccc/resources/positions/wri
tingassessment 
 
Review PBL Lesson “Global Hero’s Journey”  
http://globalherojourney.weebly.com/ 
 
“Literature, Deep Inquiry, & Makerspace…”  

/www.bie.org/blog/literature_deep_inquiry_makers
pace_memorial_projects_for_the_holocaust_othe 
 

 
RTE 1  - Parts A & B due 
in edthena per 
instructor. (resubmit 
revised context used for 
KA2 Part 1 in edthena 
for RTE 1- Part A) 
 
 
 
OGS due Friday.  
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indetermination regarding 
student learning.  
 

Unit 4 
Week 8 

 
2/27/19 

Learning Objectives: 
 
Examine the means of 
persuasion  using the 
rhetorical square as a tool of 
analysis and pre-writing.  
 
Evaluate scaffolds for equity. 
 
Apply edTPA rubric for 
assessment.  
 
Examine & discuss dominant 
discourses in writing 
instruction (assignment & 
assessment) & equity.  
 
Sandbox: Review 
expectations of commentary 
for Key Assessment 2, Part 2 
– theory to practice.  
 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Newfield, D., et al. (2010). ‘No number can describe 
how good it was’: Assessment issues in the 
multimodal classroom. Assessment in Education: 
Principles, Policy, & Practice, 10(1), 61-81.  
 
Boche, B., & Henning, M. (2015). Multimodal 
scaffolding in the secondary English classroom. 
Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 58(7), 
579-590.  
 

RTE 1 – Parts D & E 
Due prior to class time 
 
 
 
 

Unit 5 
Week 9 

 
3/6/19 

Critical Engagement with 
Texts 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 
Provide a the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Reader 
Response Theory in a 
rationale for its use in 
secondary classrooms.  
 
Analyze poetry using Reader 
response to practice using 
literary theory.  
 
Sandbox: Rehearsal & peer 
review of 5-10 segment of 
learning plan.  

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Appleman: Chapter 3-The Lens of Reader Response, 
pp. 29-52 & pp. 176 & 177 
 
Plath, S. “Mushrooms” Retrieved from:  
http://genius.com/Sylvia-plath-mushrooms-annotat
ed 
 
 

RTE 2 – Parts A & B 
(due in edthena 
before class time.  
KA Part 2 – turn in 
sequential lesson plan 
as part B of RTE 2 – 
DO NOT UPLOAD TO 
KA ASSIGNMENT: USE 
RTE 2 Part B. .  
 
 
 
RTE 2-C 
During class time.  
 
OGS due Friday.  
 

3/13/19 SPRING BREAK NO CLASS  

Unit 5 
Week 10 

 
3/20/19 

 
 

 
Learning Objectives: 
 
Apply feedback for 
development to student 
work samples.  
 
Design evaluation criteria for 
multimodal compositions.. 
     Distinguish designing & 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Serafini, F. (2015). Multimodal literacy: from 
theories to practices. Language Arts, 92(6), 412-422. 
 

Due prior to class 
time: 
RTE 2 – Parts D & E 
 
During class time: 
Peer review: RTE 3 – 
Part D 
 
Collect work samples 
for KA2, Part 4 
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     reading MMC.  
 
 

 
Assign chapters & 
groups for Appleman 
reading, due week 11. 
 

Unit 6 
Week 11 

 
3/27/19 

 Student-centered 
Environments 
 
Learning Objectives 
Design student-centered 
presentation using chapter 
from Applement to engage 
colleague’s learning of 
literary theory.  
 
Assess to inform instruction 
using student work samples 
to complete commentary on 
assessment.  
 
Sandbox: Commentary 
scaffolding in assessing work 
samples and using results for 
individual, group, and whole 
group instruction. (edTPA 
rubrics) 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Groups read one chapter from Appleman, Chapters 
4-7 
 
 
Griffin, K. (2015). 4 ways teachers can address 
microaggressions in the classroom.  
https://www.noodle.com/articles/microaggressions-
in-the-classroom-the-teachers-role 
 

OGS due Friday 
 
Due prior to class 
time: 
Key assessment part 
4: collect work 
samples). 
 
During class time: 
Commentary: analysis 
and reflection on work 
samples collected in 
RTE 2.  
 
 

Unit 6 
Week 12 

 
4/3/19 

 
Learning Objectives: 
 
Apply literary theory/lenses 
to ELA text in fieldwork 
classroom in instructional 
activity. 
 
Sandbox: Theory – to 
-practice: rehearse using one 
of Appleman’s lessons from 
Appendix. 
 

Readings: due prior to Class Time 
 
Appleman: Chapter 9-Lenses & Learning Styles: 
accommodating student plurality with theoretical 
plurality, pp. 128-142 
 
Appleman: Chapter 10 – Critical Encounters: Reading 
the World, pp. 142-150. 
 

OGS due Friday 
 
RTE 3 Parts A & B 
Due before class time.  
 
 
RTE 3 – Part c 
During class time 
 
 

Unit 7 
Week 13 

 
4/10/19 

21st Century Skills  
 
Learning Objectives:  
Examine multicultural 
education from reading in 
discussion.  
 
Evaluate classroom practice 
using Wagner’s 21st C skills to 
identify learning goals for 
Term 3.  
 
Design & produce digital 
poster/infographic on 
assigned aspect of course 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
May, S. (2012). Critical multiculturalism and 
education. Encylopedia of Diversity in Education, (pp. 
1-9). Retrieved from: 
http://sk.sagepub.com/reference/diversityineducati
on/n150.xml 
 
Please review pages on multicultural education in 
Teaching to change the world: pp. 95-103 
 

Due prior to class 
time: 
RTE 3 - Parts D & E. 
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content, demonstrating 
understanding of 
theory-to-practice.  
 
Sandbox: Indeterminate 
issue for collaborative 
reflective practice.  
 

Unit 7 
Week 14 

 
4/17/19 

Learning Objectives:  
 
Identify and evaluate 
digital tools for providing 
feedback. 
 
Design and produce a 
multi-modal composition 
focused on  literary theory in 
the ELA classroom.  
 

Readings: due Prior to Class Time 
 
Main, K. L. (2008). Teaching beyond the test: The 
possibility of success. English Journal, 97(5), 46-51.  
 

 
 

OGS due Friday 

Unit 8 
Week 15 

 
4/24/19 

 
EXIT INTERVIEW 
 
 

 
 NO CLASS MEETING. 

Final Assessment due 
by Friday of week 15.  
Compile Parts 1, 2, 3, 
4 of KA2 for upload to 
edthena: Key 
Assessment 2. 
Use Template  
 
UPLOAD AS ONE FILE, 
not 4 files. 
MUST BE A WORD 
DOC. 

Final Exam 

Critical Reflection  Using the Discussion Board, during the time of the 
scheduled final exam, critically reflect on the key 
learning from this course. Focus on how it impacted 
your practice to support diverse learners in 
academic achievement; include a struggle/challenge 
and provide analysis and intelligent action for how 
you will work through the struggle/challenge during 
the following semester.  

 
Final exam dates 
posted at: 
https://classes.usc.ed
u/term-20181/finals/ 
 
Find the link in the left 
column.  
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